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Abstract: The timely and accurately detection of abnormal aircraft trajectory is critical to improving flight safety.
However，the existing anomaly detection methods based on machine learning cannot well characterize the features of
aircraft trajectories. Low anomaly detection accuracy still exists due to the high-dimensionality，heterogeneity and
temporality of flight trajectory data. To this end，this paper proposes an abnormal trajectory detection method based
on the deep mixture density network（DMDN） to detect flights with unusual data patterns and evaluate flight
trajectory safety. The technique consists of two components：Utilization of the deep long short-term memory
（LSTM）network to encode features of flight trajectories effectively，and parameterization of the statistical properties
of flight trajectory using the Gaussian mixture model（GMM）. Experiment results on Guangzhou Baiyun International
Airport terminal airspace show that the proposed method can effectively capture the statistical patterns of aircraft
trajectories. The model can detect abnormal flights with elevated risks and its performance is superior to two
mainstream methods. The proposed model can be used as an assistant decision-making tool for air traffic controllers.
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0 Introduction

The contradiction between limited airspace re⁃
sources and the rapidly increasing demand for air
traffic has become increasingly prominent，leading
to increased flight safety issues，especially in some
congested airspace. Timely detection of abnormal
flight trajectory is vital to prompt response of air
traffic controller（ATC），and safety risk. Accord⁃
ing to statistics released by Boeing［1］，78% of fatal
air-related accidents worldwide occurred in the ter⁃
minal airspace，including departure and arrival flight
phases of the aircraft. Therefore，developing new
anomaly detection technologies matters to the analy⁃
sis of abnormal behavior of aircraft in terminal air⁃
space［2］. The main aim of this paper is to construct a

trajectory anomaly detection method in terminal air⁃
space.

Regarding the trajectory anomaly detection，
many methods based on movement trajectories have
been proposed in the aviation domain［3-7］. In recent
years，researchers can access vast amounts of data
via open or public sources like ADS-B［8］. The ad⁃
vances in machine learning have spurred the re⁃
search’s pace to detect unsafe flight patterns and
other operational anomalies automatically.

Clustering-based approaches have been exten⁃
sively utilized in anomaly detection. Barratt et al.［9］

used K-means to cluster the trajectories and con⁃
struct a probabilistic model based on a Gaussian
mixture model. The clusters with low probability
were regarded as anomalous trajectories. Guo et
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al.［10］ presented an unsupervised clustering algo⁃
rithm based on the information bottleneck（IB）prin⁃
ciple and mutual information（MI）. The kernel den⁃
sity estimation was used to model the shape of the
motion trajectory. The Shannon entropy was adopt⁃
ed to identify whether a test trajectory was anomaly
or not. Gariel et al.［11］ identified each trajectory’s
turning point and clustered all turning points using
density-based spatial clustering of applications with
noise（DBSCAN），and then identified anomalous
trajectories. These algorithms need to measure tra⁃
jectory distances［12］，such as Euclidian distance，the
dynamic time warping and the Hausdorff distance，
and cost more money，time and high-performance
equipment when applied to large-scale datasets. Ac⁃
tually，it is challenging to obtain a good measure of
the trajectory distance. Besides，clustering-based ap⁃
proaches do not scale well with vast amounts of
high-dimensional data. Therefore，they are not suit⁃
able for real-time anomaly detection.

Domain-based method is one category of the
state-of-the-art methods for detecting significant
events in aviation. Das et al.［13］applied the multiple
kernel anomaly detection to detect the approach
phase. They correctly identified two anomalous situ⁃
ations，that is，high energy approaches and turbu⁃
lent approaches. Puranik et al.［14］ proposed a frame⁃
work to identify abnormal trajectories based on one
class support vector machine （OC-SVM） model
that can compute the anomaly scores of each trajec⁃
tory. The method was assessed by simulated flight
data with abnormalities and real flight data during
the departure and arrival phases. The model showed
the excellent result in anomalous detection，while
its computational complexity was expensive and un⁃
suitable for large-scale datasets. To reduce the time
of learning on large datasets，the extreme learning
machines（ELM）［15］ or the local outlier probability
（LOP）method［16］will be a better choice.

Some advanced methods are proposed in anom⁃
aly detection because of the development of neural
networks. In principle， deep-learning methods

should be better than traditional machine learning
methods［17］，especially in the case of finding anoma⁃
lies in large-scale data. To better identify the opera⁃
tion mode，many scholars used neural networks to
learn trajectory characteristics. These methods as⁃
sume that anomalies will lose information when pro⁃
jected to a lower dimension space，resulting in a rel⁃
atively poor reconstruction result. Autoencoders
（AE） has the excellent capability of nonlinear di⁃
mension reduction［18］. Olive et al.［19］ combined a tra⁃
jectory-clustering method to obtain the main flows
in airspace with autoencoding neural networks to
perform anomaly detection in flown trajectories.
The author used a clustering method to recognize a
group of clusters corresponding to sector flows.
Then AE was used in each cluster to detect abnor⁃
mal trajectories. Aircraft trajectory related informa⁃
tion belonged to the time series data with high spa⁃
tial-temporal correlation. The recurrent neural net⁃
work（RNN）was used to capture temporal and non⁃
linear dependencies in multivariate time series as the
one available in the aircraft trajectory dataset［20］.
The long short-term memory is a better tool than
RNN because it can solve the inability to learn long
term patterns in sequential data［21］. Malhotra et
al.［22］ proposed a long short-term memory（LSTM）

encoder-decoder model，that was trained only with
normal data. The trajectories with high reconstruc⁃
tion errors were classified as abnormal trajectories.
Nevertheless，the network output only a limited de⁃
scription of the target variables’properties，instead
of sufficient analysis of abnormal trajectories. All of
these methods are for purpose of learning features
from a huge scale of data. Optimizing the trajectory
features learning ability and the models’outputs to
describe target variables is the main direction.

The key limitations of the studies motioned
above are：（1）Their computational costs are high
and it is difficult to apply them to large-scale data
sets；（2）aircraft flight data has high spatial-tempo⁃
ral correlation，which is challenging for learning the
attributive characteristics；（3） the limited descrip⁃
tion of the target variables’properties does not pro⁃
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vide sufficient analysis on abnormal trajectories. To
address these problems，this paper builds a novel de⁃
tection model based on a deep mixture density net⁃
work（DMDN） with the following contributions：
（1）A regularization model is utilized to handle the
difficulties in trajectory reconstruction and obtain a
smooth trajectory with less noises；（2）we train a
deep LSTM to capture features of a large number of
trajectories and take into account the attributes
closely related to aircraft trajectory status，such as
aircraft type，speed，and angle，thereby obtain a
richer representation of trajectories；（3） the model
uses the Gaussian mixture model（GMM）to param⁃
eterize the statistical properties of the flight trajecto⁃

ry. The output of the model can characterize the tra⁃
jectory data，so as to evaluate the risk degree of tra⁃
jectory.

1 Methodology

Our model first uses a regularization method to
get a high quality of trajectories sequences by time-
aligning trajectories and extrapolating the short tra⁃
jectories. The DMDN is then introduced to charac⁃
terize trajectories. Finally，the conditional probabili⁃
ty density function of the trajectories can be used to
assess the risk of trajectory. Fig.1 shows the work⁃
flow of the trajectory anomaly detection method.

1. 1 Trajectory reconstruction

By quality analysis of the flight data，it is found
that there exist mainly two problems of the original
data. First， some trajectories may have outliers
（such as noises，null values）at a given time step.
Second，the lengths of time-gaps within a trajectory
differs from point to point. The regularization meth⁃
od is a widely used framework in image reconstruc⁃
tion，denoising ，data compression，etc. Trajectory
reconstruction employs the regularization method
and uses a low-quality trajectory sequence to pro⁃
duce a higher quality trajectory. Here，we tackle the
two problems existing in the original trajectories in a
unified model.

Define T com with the unit of second to present
the common length. The method extrapolates trajec⁃
tories that are shorter than T com and truncates trajec⁃
tories that are longer than T com. An optimal value of
T com can be obtained through experiments from his⁃
torical flight data.

The regularization method for aircraft trajecto⁃
ry reconstruction can be described as the following
optimization problem

P̄= ArgMin
P

}{ DP- P 0
2

F
+ λρ ( )P (1)

where P̄ is the reconstructed trajectories；P ∈ RN × E

the high-quality trajectory with N equal time-gap
points and its ith row is the trajectory point with at⁃
tributes of E dimensions at time i；length N the
maximum of the trajectory original length and T com.
P 0 ∈ RH × E the corresponding observed trajectory
with H unequal time-gap points；D∈ RN × N a sam⁃
pling matrix； DP- P 0

2

F
represents a measure of

fit；ρ ( ·) the regularization cost function，used to ad⁃
just the smoothness of the trajectory；λ the regular⁃
ization parameter used to control the trade-off be⁃
tween the fit term and a regularization term，and
 ∙ F

the Frobenius norm of a matrix. Eq.（1）propels

to smooth the measured points and is especially use⁃
ful for suppressing noises.

Fig.1 Flowchart of the trajectory anomaly detection method
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The most useful property of a regularization
function should have a good balance between remov⁃
ing noises and preserving the trajectory’s local
changing tendency. There are many formulations for
the regularization term［23］. For the sake of simplici⁃
ty，this paper adopts the Tikhonov cost function，
one of the most widely referenced regularization
cost function in single processing，as the regulariza⁃
tion term，and is defined as

ρ (P) =  ΔP 2

F
(2)

If the discrete form of Laplacian operator is ap⁃
proximated by

(ΓP)
i
= P i- 1- 2P i+ P i+ 1 (3)

where Γ is the Laplacian matrix. Then the Lapla⁃
cian matrix looks like
Γ=
é
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(4)

The intuition behind this Tikhonov regulation

term is to force the local spatial smoothness of the
trajectory sequence. As the noisy points contain
high-frequency energy，they will be removed in the
regularization process，and the reconstructed trajec⁃
tory will not include outliers.

Substituting the regularization term in Eq.（2）
into Eq.（3），the trajectory reconstruction problem
can be transformed into minimizing the following ob⁃
jective function

f ( P )=  DP- P 0
2

F
+ λ ΓP

2

F
(5)

The objective function Eq.（5）is a convex qua⁃
dratic function and can be solved analytically. A so⁃
lution P minimizes f if and only if

∇f ( P )= 0 (6)
The solution of convex quadratic problem is

P=( DTD+ λΓTΓ 0 )-1DT P 0 (7)
The reconstructed trajectory data has the fol⁃

lowing properties：（1）The time intervals between
any two continuous points are same；（2） the time
resolution is higher than the raw trajectory；（3）the
reconstructed trajectory is smoother than the origi⁃
nal one. Fig.2 shows the results of trajectory recon⁃
struction.

Fig.2 Trajectory reconstruction effect
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1. 2 Deep mixture density network

The mixture density network （MDN） pro⁃
posed by Bishop［24］ is a neural network that maps an
input feature to a set of mixture density model pa⁃
rameters. MDN performs well in speech synthesis
and written synthesis because it can well fit the time-
varying features. Unlike conventional networks，
MDN does not directly output a point estimation for
the target data，but parameters of a multi-model
mixture of distributions. It can better express the tra⁃
jectory’s statistical properties.

MDN is a combination of a neural network and
a mixture density model，where the output of a neu⁃
ral network is the input parameters of a density mix⁃
ture model. If we learn the trajectory features
through the neural network with strong nonlinear
mapping capability and then parameterize the data
through the mixture density model，we can fit the
trajectory data statistics well to determine whether
the flight trajectory has abnormal characteristics.

In previous studies，shallow neural networks，
like back propagation（BP）network，is utilized to
learn features，but it could not fit complex time se⁃
ries data. Since aircraft trajectory information is time
series data with high spatial-temporal correlation，
this paper chooses LSTM network to learn the mul⁃
tidimensional coupled nonlinear characteristics of air⁃
craft trajectories. It proves to be useful for learning
feature related to time-sequential data. There are
various probability density distributions，and GMM
is chosen to parameterize the network because of the
Gaussian distribution’s good computational proper⁃
ties.

The output of the LSTM network determines
the parameters of GMM. Therefore，DMDN repre⁃
sents the conditional probability density function of
the trajectories conditioned on the input vector of
the LSTM network. DMDN can model the underly⁃
ing generator of flight trajectory data and identify la⁃
tent risks from daily operations. Thus，we can use
the results to judge abnormal trajectory.

（1）LSTM network
LSTM is a variant of RNN and composed of a

cell and three gates，namely，an input gate，a forget
gate，and an output gate. LSTM can maintain a lon⁃
ger memory，because it can decide which informa⁃
tion to retain and which to forget. LSTM can consid⁃
er the relationship between the input information in
the past moment and the current moment，so it is
suitable for modeling long time series data. Fig. 3
shows that the LSTM network with J hidden layers
is trained to capture the characteristics of the input
data. The updating process of the internal parame⁃
ters in the LSTM network is mainly realized
through the information transfer of the internal cell
state and the hidden layer state in time step. The cal⁃
culation formula is as follows
ì

í

î

ï

ï
ïï

ï

ï
ïï

ft= σ (Wxf xt+WsfS t- 1 + bf )
it= σ (Wxi xt+WsiS t- 1 + bi )
ot= σ (Wxo xt+WsoS t- 1 + bo )
C t= ft⊙C t- 1 + it⊙ tanh (WscS t- 1 +Wxc xt+ bc )
S t= ot⊙ tanh (C t )

(8)
where xt is the input data at time t；σ ( · ) the Sig⁃
moid activation function；tanh ( · ) a hyperbolic tan⁃

Fig.3 Deep mixture density network model
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gent activation function；⊙ the Hadamard product
of the matrix；ft the control unit of the“forgetting
gate”；it the control unit of the“ input gate”；ot the
control unit of the“output gate”；Ct the cell state at
time t；St the hidden state at time t；and Wxf，Wsf，

b f，Wxi，Wsi，bi，Wxo，Wso，bo，Wsc，Wxc，bc are
the weight parameters in the network.

（2）GMM
GMM can be used for clustering and density es⁃

timation. We can identify frequent flight operations
and calculate the statistical inference of the underly⁃
ing distributions，representing the degree of abnor⁃
mality of flight trajectories. The outputs of GMM
are parametric probability functions，and represent⁃
ed as a weighted sum of Gaussian component densi⁃
ties. The outputs of LSTM network are utilized as
the input of GMM. Let Ζ be the output tensor of
MDN；It is partitioned into three subsets zμi，zσi and
zαi that correspond to the inputs of the GMM mean，
variances and weights，respectively

Ζ= [ zμ1,⋯,zμK,zσ1,⋯,zσK,zα1,⋯,zαK] (9)
where K is the number of Gaussians. These parame⁃
ters have some restrictions which should be satisfied

（1） The mixing coefficient αi should satisfy

∑
i= 1

K

αi= 1. The mixing coefficients are estimated us⁃

ing the softmax activation function

αi=
exp( )zαi

∑
i= 1

K

exp( )zαi
(10)

where the value of αi lies in the range（0，1）.
（2）The scale parameters σi should satisfy the

constrain σi (x) > 0. It is defined as
σi (x) = exp( zσi ) (11)

（3）The mean parameters μi represents loca⁃
tion parameters. These should be directly dependent
on the network outputs. It is defined as

μi= zμi (12)
The output of the MDN model is the condition⁃

al density function of the target variable versus the
input variable in the form

p ( y|x )= ∑
i= 1

M

αi (x) Νi ( y|x ) (13)

where x is the input variable；y the target variable；
M the number of components in the model；αi (x)
the mixing coefficient；and Νi ( ⋅ ) the kernel func⁃
tion.

The Gaussian function is chosen as our kernel
functions

Νi ( y|x )=
1

( )2π c/2
σi c ( )x

exp{ }-  y- μi ( )x
2

2σ 2i ( )x
(14)

where μi (x) and σ 2i (x) are the mean and the varianc⁃
es of the ith Gaussian，respectively；and c is the di⁃
mension of the target variable to be obtained. We as⁃
sume that each component of the output vector is in⁃
dependent of each other.

To make the output as close to the target vari⁃
able as possible，we define a loss function that re⁃
quires minimization of the negative logarithm of the
likelihood

E=-log ( p ( y|x ) )=-log (∑
i= 1

M

αi ( )x Ni ( y|x ) )
(15)

The parameters in MDN will be optimized as
the negative log-likelihood in Eq.（15）minimized.
We choose the Adam optimizer function，an exten⁃
sion of the gradient descent method，to improve the
traditional gradient by introducing the first-moment
estimation and second-moment estimation. If we
choose the mixing coefficients and the Gaussian pa⁃
rameters （means and variances） correctly， the
MDN can approximate any given density function to
arbitrary accuracy. Thus，we estimate the distribu⁃
tion of aircraft trajectory using the optimized MDN.

1. 3 Anomaly detection

“Anomaly”means unusual. That means differ⁃
ent flight operations with normal trajectories. The
probability of its occurrence is much lower than nor⁃
mal. The detection of the anomalous trajectory is of
interest to the aviation domain，and can be used as
valuable analysis reference for airspace safety. For
instance，some flight operations that may lead to
safety incidents，such as go-around operations，con⁃
flict resolution activities，and air traffic management
operations， require increased safety precautions.
Fig.4 shows that the abnormal trajectories have dif⁃
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ferent flight operations with normal trajectories，
leading to more uncertainties and increased safety
risks. This paper aims to determine a risk threshold
that distinguishes abnormal trajectories from normal
ones. Since the boundary between normal and abnor⁃
mal is vague，we adopt a data-driven approach to
find the threshold.

The paper obtains the threshold by training the
normal flight dataset. Abnormal trajectories are de⁃
tected if their probabilities of being normal are lower
than the threshold. Mathematically，it is a sum of
the probability density function of a trajectory be⁃
longing to a Gaussian component and weighted by
the probability density function of the Gaussian com⁃
ponent being appropriate in the form as

P (x f is normal) = ∑
i= 1

M

p ( i) p ( x f is from i ) (16)

where x f is a vector form，trajectory f，and i one of
the gaussian components

p ( i) = αi (17)
p ( x f is from i )= N ( x f | μi,σi ) (18)

In practice，air traffic controllers（ATCs）can
adjust the value of threshold according to their pref⁃
erences and needs. This value is associated with an
air traffic detection system’s sensitivity and can be
set based on the distribution of all trajectories in the
dataset. Therefore，the data-driven model is suit⁃
able for anomaly detection in different terminal ar⁃
eas.

If the probability of one trajectory is lower than
the threshold，an ATC checks additional informa⁃

tion about the trajectory，such as procedure stan⁃
dards and weather information，to further determine
its risk. The detection threshold can be adjusted ac⁃
cording to the actual situation. Therefore，this mod⁃
el can play an auxiliary decision-making role for air
traffic control well.

2 Case Study

Our method is evaluated on departure and arriv⁃
al flight datasets at Guangzhou Baiyun International
Airport（GBIA）.

2. 1 Data description

The dataset used in this paper contains aircraft
monitoring data of flights from GBIA in China，
from November 2018 to December 2018，including
60 000 trajectories with 32 000 departure trajecto⁃
ries and 28 000 arrival ones. Each item of data con⁃
sists of ten attributes，including flight ID，latitude，
longitude，altitude，airspeed，course，departure lo⁃
cation，arrival location，aircraft type，and monitor⁃
ing time. The center of runways in GBIA is set to
the earth-centered， earth-fixed coordinates. The
original measurements are transformed into east-
north-up coordinates. We only keep the position
measurements that are less than 50 km in the“east”
and“north”dimensions and less than 2 000 m in the

“up”dimension，which is the critical area for tack-

off and final approach.
Considering the anomaly detection model’s

training，this study transforms the raw flight data in⁃
to vectors in the form of multivariate time-series.
Each trajectory is represented by a series of time，
position measurements， airspeed， course， and
flight information（departure location，arrival loca⁃
tion，aircraft type）ordered data. Among them each
trajectory τ= {( ti，p̂ i，v，θ，D ) } Ni= 1 where time
ti ∈ Z+， the measurements p̂ i ∈ R 3， the airspeed
v∈ R，the course θ ∈ R，and the flight information
D is three-dimensional discrete random variables.
The dataset is divided into a training set，the valida⁃
tion set and the test set according to the ratio of 8∶1∶
1. The test dataset with 56 abnormal departure tra⁃
jectories and 72 abnormal arrival trajectories is used
to check the model’s quality.

Fig.4 Schematic diagram of normal and abnormal trajecto⁃
ries
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The MDN model is run on a high-performance
computer with 16 i7 CPUs and 128 GB RAM.

2. 2 Parameter selection

We carry out the experiment on the validation
dataset with 66 abnormal trajectories in the depar⁃
ture validation dataset and 53 abnormal trajectories
in the arrival validation dataset. The abnormal rate
for the dataset is about 2%，meaning that the two
classes（normal and abnormal）are disproportionally
represented as a typical unbalanced dataset in the bi⁃
nary classification problem. Thus，the area under
the curve（AUC）is a better index for assessing the
model’s performance，since it is not sensitive to
sample categories’equilibrium.

The value of T com has considerable influence on
the model. For instance，a large T com results in less
accurate trajectories，as more trajectories are extrap⁃
olated and more trajectories are too short. Fig. 5
shows the histogram of the original arrival trajecto⁃
ry. We select T com as the median of the trajectory
lengths at GBIA：T com is set to 190 s for departures
and 550 s for arrivals.

The DMDN model has an input layer， the
LSTM layer，the GMM layer，and an output layer.
The input data contains seven-dimensional features.
The LSTM layer with three hidden layers and the
node of each layer is set to 128. Fig.6 shows the sen⁃
sitivity analysis of the number of mixture compo⁃
nents M based on AUC. The number of mixture
components M is set to 15 for departures and 20 for
arrivals. The output of MDN is set to three times of
M. The model is trained using an Adam optimizer
with an initial learning rate of 0.006.

The threshold of anomaly detection is associat⁃
ed with the sensitivity of the detection model. We
used the receiver operating characteristic（ROC）
curve to obtain the optimal threshold，since it is
easy to detect the effect of arbitrary thresholds on
the classifier’s generalization performance and not
affected by the distribution of the positive and nega⁃
tive samples. Fig. 7 presents the ROC curve of our
model in the arrival validation dataset. On the ROC
curve，the point closest to the top of the coordinate
diagram is the best threshold with high true positive
rate and false positive rate.

2. 3 Performance measure

To assess the performance of the detection
method，we use four classical criteria，including pre⁃
cision，recall，Fscore，and AUC. The definition are
as follows

Precision= True Positive
True Positive+ False Positive (19)

Recall= True Positive
True Positive+ False Negative (20)

Fig.5 Histogram of raw arrival trajectory

Fig.7 ROC curve of the proposed model in the arrival vali⁃
dation dataset

Fig.6 Sensitivity analysis of the number of mixture compo⁃
nents based on AUC
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F score = (1+ β 2 ) Precision·Recall
β 2 ·Precision+ Recall (21)

“Precision”represents the probability that a de⁃
tected anomaly is indeed an anomaly.“Recall”rep⁃
resents the percentage of all real anomalies that are
detected. Since the aircraft behavior could endanger
human safety，all anomalies should be detected as
far as possible. Therefore，recall matters more than
precision in our task，so β is set to 2，which means
recall has more weight than precision. The AUC
concept is described in Section 2.2. The closer the
AUC is to 1，the better the performance of model.

2. 4 Experimental results

Fig.8 shows the results of 20 flight modes of ar⁃
rival trajectories. The arrival aircraft follow the in⁃
strument landing system（ILS），which proves the
validity of our data. It can be intuitively seen in
Fig.9 that abnormal trajectories differ markedly
from most normal trajectories. Some of the anomal
trajectories do not deviate much from the normal
ones，while in the lateral profile，the trajectories de⁃
viate significantly from the other trajectories in the
same operation.

The proposed DMDN detection method is
compared with a simple mixture MDN employing
the multi-layer perceptron as the neural network
structure［9］. Fig. 10 shows the experimental results.
Our method has the optimal in four assessment crite⁃
ria，not only in departure trajectories but also in ar⁃
rival trajectories. The difference between DMDN
and MDN lies in the structure of the neural network
layer. The performance of DMDN is better than
that of MDN because of the excellent trajectory fea⁃
ture coding ability of LSTM. At the same time，
learning probabilistic（LP）uses a classical cluster⁃
ing algorithm，like K-means，and is limited in its
ability to characterize input characteristics.

By comparing Fig. 10（a）and Fig. 10（b），we
can find that the departure trajectory detection mod⁃
el performs better than the arrival’s trajectory anom⁃
aly detection model. Since a departure flight typical⁃
ly climbs out of the airport terminal area following a
prescribed procedure，and its flight patterns are rela⁃
tively simple and easier to mine from the data. How⁃
ever，an arrival flight will stay in the airport termi⁃
nal area for a longer time，and its flight trajectories
can change more randomly. Arrival flights may have

Fig.8 Flight modes of arrival trajectories
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air traffic control measures such as queuing for ap⁃
proach. So it is more challenging for the model to
capture its trajectory characteristics.

In a nutshell，our trajectory anomaly detection

method works best and can well capture the statisti⁃
cal features of aircraft trajectories. Also，our meth⁃
od trains quickly，compact，and is suitable for large-
scale datasets.

3 Conclusions

This paper aims to build a data-driven method
to improve the abnormal behavior detection system
of aircraft to guarantee flight safety. Different from
other data-driven methods， the proposed method
considers not only the general position information
and velocity of aircraft but also the multidimensional
features such as angle and aircraft type to indirectly
represent the flight intention and performance of air⁃
craft trajectory. This is helpful to improve the effec⁃
tiveness of the model for the extraction of the trajec⁃
tory characteristics. Before this study，it was diffi⁃
cult to reconstruct the trajectory accurately based on
the flight data，while our model can handle the diffi⁃
culties in trajectory reconstruction and obtain a
smooth trajectory with less noise. Our model is also
useful to other vehicle’s trajectory anomaly detec⁃
tion. It can be trained quickly，compact，and is suit⁃
able for large-scale datasets.

Fig.10 Anomaly detection results of the three methods

Fig.9 Visualization of abnormal arrival trajectories in a flight mode
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Several improvements to the proposed method
will be performed in our future work. More aircraft
attributes will be considered，such as the special po⁃
sition，ATC factors. Also，different terminal areas
are different，so we should convert the threshold’s
training method to change the threshold in real-time.
We will use a powerful visual analytics technique to
visualize anomaly detection system interface and
strengthen all the steps of the trajectories analysis.
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一种基于深度混合密度网络的航空器轨迹异常检测方法

陈丽晶 1，2，曾维理 1，羊 钊 1

（1.南京航空航天大学民航学院，南京 211106，中国；

2.故障诊断与健康管理航空科技重点实验室，上海 201601,中国）

摘要：及时、准确的异常航空器轨迹检测是提高飞行安全的关键。然而，目前用于异常检测的统计和机器学习方

法不能很好地表征航空器轨迹的特征。飞行轨迹数据的高维性、异质性和时序性，导致异常检测精度较低。因

此，本文提出了一种基于深度混合密度网络（Deep mixture density network，DMDN）的异常轨迹检测方法，可以

对飞行轨迹安全性进行评估，并检测具有异常数据模式的飞行。该技术由两部分组成：利用深度长短时记忆

（Long short⁃term memory，LSTM）网络对飞行轨迹特征进行有效编码；利用高斯混合模型（Gaussian mixture
model，GMM）参数化飞行轨迹的统计特性。在广州白云国际机场终端区空域的实验结果表明，该方法能够有

效地捕获航空器飞行轨迹的统计特性。该模型能够检测风险较高的异常航班，其性能优于两种主流方法，可作

为空中交通管制的辅助决策工具。

关键词：航空器轨迹；异常检测；混合密度网络；长短期记忆；高斯混合模型
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